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Abstract 
A numerical solution for a nonlinear, one-dimensional boundary-value problem of thermoelasticity for the elastic half- 
space is presented. The resulting equations are discussed and the numerical method is investigated for stability. Comparison 
with other existing numerical schemes is carried out. The obtained results clearly indicate the process of shock formation. 
The presented figures show the effects of different nonlinear coupling constants on the distributions of the mechanical 
displacement and temperature in the medium. A special case is briefly discussed. (g) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
The subject of nonlinear thermoelasticity has recently gained a considerable interest for its impor- 
tance in understanding the nature of interaction between the elastic and thermal fields, as well as 
for applications. Until now there are only few results concerning the fully nonlinear theory, mostly 
on one-dimensional models. Several authors have directed their efforts towards the investigation of 
nonlinear hyperbolic-parabolic systems of partial differential equations of thermoelasticity, focusing 
their attention on the problems of existence, uniqueness and stability of the solutions for such sys- 
tems [3, 13, 14, 16, 18, 21-23], on the interesting phenomenon of formation and development of
discontinuities [4, 17, 19, 20] or on the numerical techniques and related topics [10-12]. In [1], 
the one-dimensional problem was solved for a semi-botmded region (half-space) subjected to a pre- 
scribed harmonic displacement a its boundary using two methods (i) the straightforward (Poincarr) 
expansion in a small parameter, yielding a solution valid not too far from the source of disturbance 
(ii) the multiple-scale technique for the far-field solution. In both methods, the authors obtained 
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a particular solution for the thermoelastic problem, a solution that does not satisfy any thermal 
boundary conditions at the bounding surface. 
In this work, we solve the same system of nonlinear coupled equations as in [1] using a well- 
known, finite difference numerical technique and with prescribed thermal boundary conditions. 
A stability analysis is presented and a comparison with the numerical scheme used in [12] is carried 
out. 
2. Formulation of the problem 
We solve the system of nonlinear, coupled one-dimensional partial differential equations of ther- 
moelasticity as presented in [1]: 
utt - ux_~(1 + 27u~ + 36uZ)=fl, Ox + flz(uxO)x, (2.1) 
1 2 (O-aux-sbux) t - ( ( l  +o~u~)Ox)x=O, O <~x<cx~ (2.2) 
under the initial conditions 
u(x, O) = u,(x, O) = O, 
O(x,O)=Ot(x,O)=O, O<,x<c~ (2.3) 
and the boundary conditions 
u(O,t) =u0(1 - cost), (1 + ~udO, t))Ox(O,t)=HO (2.4) 
and 
u(l ,t)-+O, O(l,t)-+O as I---+oo, (2.5) 
where the symbols u and 0 denote, respectively, the dimensionless elastic displacement and the 
dimensionless temperature, x and t are the spatial (depth) coordinate and the time. The constants 
involved in these equations have obvious physical significance (see 1) and will be assumed to have 
the following orders of magnitude: 
T=O(1), 6=0(1  to 10-~), fll =0(10-3), 
fl2=0(10-3), a=O( lO- ' ) ,  b=O(lO- l ) ,  (2.6) 
~=O(1), H =O(1). 
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) were derived in [1] on the basis of rigorous thermodynamics and in the so-called 
material configuration. Therefore, the boundary conditions are set on well-defined boundaries and do 
not involve any approximations. It is interesting to note that the equation of heat conduction (2.2) 
involves a term that was not discussed previously, viz., the dependence of the thermal conductivity 
on strain. This dependence is represented by the coupling constant ~. 
It is also worth noting that the dimensionless heat flow vector component Q, specific entropy s
and stress component a are, respectively, given by the expressions 
Q = - (1  +  ux)Ox, 
1 2 s = 0 - aux - -sbux, 
12 6Ux 3 fll 0 rY = U x q-  "~U x q- -}- -~ f l2 (UxO) .  
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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In this work, we use a finite difference method to find a numerical solution of the previous coupled 
equations under the prescribed initial and boundary conditions. The numerical method and the results 
are discussed in the following sections. 
3. Characteristics and physical considerations 
In order to investigate the characteristic curves for the system of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), introduce 
the notations 
W= U,, (3.1) 
P = U~, (3.2) 
Z=Ox. (3.3) 
From (3.1) and (3.2) 
Wx =P,  (3.4) 
System (2.1), (2.2) may be rewritten as a system of first-order PDEs in the form 
Ox=Z, 
P , -  ~=0,  
W, - ~q = ~Z, 
0, - Z~ - jSL - ~z~ =0,  
where 
j'] = 1 + 2?P + 3gP 2 + f120, 
f2=a+bU~,  
j S= l+~U~, 
j5 =/~ +/~2Ux 
or, in matrix form: 
[i ooo !] [i] [ oO oO lo ol] [;] [ 
0 1 + 0 - f~ 0 0 = Z(fl ,+fl2P) 
1 0 t - ( I+aP)  -aZ  - (a+bP)  0 0 x 0 
The equations of the characteristics are therefore 
dt = 0, 
dx 
= ~/1 + 2TP + 36P 2 + [~2 0 
dt 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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and on each member of the second family, the following relation holds [6] 
f~'/2dW - f4Zdx  - fi dP=0.  (3.11) 
Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) clearly show that system (2.1), (2.2) is of mixed character, i.e., it may 
be classified as a "parabolic-hyperbolic" system. The implications of this mixed character are as 
follows: As soon as the motion starts (t = 0), a temperature is set up at the boundary. This triggers 
an instantaneous nonzero temperature distribution in the whole half-space. This, in ram, acts as a 
source term in the wave equation for the elastic displacement, As a consequence, the elastic wave 
will be superposed on a background elastic solution from this source term in the whole half-space. 
The dimensionless phase velocity v of the elastic wave, according to (3.10), may be expressed as 
3 2 l f120)  (3.12) v~- l + (yP + 56P + 
clearly showing its dependence on strain and temperature. 
4. Finite difference scheme 
In what follows, we use a combined approach of quasilinearization a d finite difference iterative 
method to solve the problem. This method has been tested for accuracy and efficiency in solving 
different problems [5, 7-9]. 
Let U (n) and O (n) denote the numerical values of u and 0 at the nth iteration and let U (°) and O (°) 
be the initial guess. We consider the Picard approximation [2] for Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) under which 
the functions in the sequence u(") and 0 (") satisfy the boundary conditions pecified for u and 0 and 
there is linear convergence of the sequence u(") and 0 (") to the solution of the original nonlinear 
problem. 
For the computational work, consider a finite interval on the x-axis. The domain in the x -  t plane 
is discretized by a grid with step length £xx = h and time step At ---- k. The exact values of u and 0 at 
the grid point (x, t) = (rh, sk) are denoted by ur, s and 0r, s respectively, r = 0, 1,2,..., N; s = 0, 1,2,..., 
while the numerical values are designated by U~,,~ and O~,s. We take 
1 
UxJr.s = ~[Ur+l , s+ l  - -  Ur--l,s+l -'~ Ur+l . . . .  I - -  Ur- l , s  1] "3i- O(h2), (4.1) 
I )2 
= ~5[(u,+l,,+l - u,-k.~+l + (ur+l,s-1 - u,-l,s-1)2] + O(h2), (4.2) 
1 
Uxxks = ~-~[u.+l,s+l -- 2Ur, s+l q- Ur-ks+l q- U.+l,s-I -- 2u .... t 71- Ur--l ,s--I] "-~ O(h2), (4.3) 
1 
u,[,,s = ~5 [Ur.~+~ -- 2U,: + U ..... 1] + O(k2), (4.4) 
1 
Uxtlr, s - -  4hk [Ur+ks+l - -  Ur_X,s+ 1 - -  Urwl.s_ 1 Jr  Ur_ l , s_ l ]  AV O(h 2 + k2), (4.5) 
1 o Olr, s = ~[  r,s+l -[- 0r, s--1],  (4 .6 )  
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1 Or Ox]r,s = ~[  +l,s+l -- Or--l,s+l -~- 0r+l,s--t -- Or--l,s--l] ~- O(h2), (4.7) 
Otlr, s = l [Or, s+ 1 --  0 .. . . .  1] + O(k2), (4 .8)  
1 0 .. Oxx]r.s = ~hZ[ r+Ls+l -- 20,.~+l + 0r-L,'+l + 0,+L~-I -- 20 ..... I + Or-I Y-l] + O(h2)- (4.9) 
Substituting Eqs. (4.1)-(4.9) into (2.1) and (2.2) and neglecting the truncation error, the resulting 
equations take the form 
qUr+l - ql Vr + qUr-1 = -4W~ - dl 
-[q2(V~+id3 + V~_ld4) + ds(qs(d2) 2 + 4q4Rr) + d9(q3 + q4d2)] 
- [q2(Yr+ld23 + Yr- ld24) -F d25(qs(d22)  2 + 4q4Zr )  + d21(q3 + q4d22)] 
-[q2(Y~+ld3 + Y~-ld4) + d25(qs(d2)  + 4q4Rr) + d21(q4d2)] 
-[q2(Vr+ld23 + Vr-ld24) + ds(qs(d22) 2 + 4q4Zr) + d9(q4d22)], (4.10) 
pO,+l - pl(9, + pOr - t  = -d8  + p4d2 + p3(d2) 2 - p4d28 - p3(d28) 2
-ps[Rr+ld6 + Rr-ld7 - Rrd2] - Ps[Z+ld26 + Zr-ld27 - Zrd28] 
-ps[Zr+td6 + Zr-ld7 - Zrd2] - ps[Rr+ld26 + Rr-ld27 - Rrd28], 
s=0,  1,2 . . . .  , n=0,  1,2, . . . ,  
O(n~) = S,, ~(") =-Zr, @("+') r,s - -  "Jr, s+l r,s+l ~ ~)r~ 
u.(ns) ~ Wr ' []-(n) /-]-(n+l 
r,s ~"r,s+l ~ Yr~ ) ~r,s+l ~ Vr~ 
r= 1,2 . . . .  ,N - 1, 
where 
6) (~~-') =--R,, T ,S - -1  
rr( .... , ) -  g, r ,  s -  ] ~"  
k 2 7k 2 
q = ~-~, ql =2(1 +q) ,  q2 -  2h3, 
fllk 2 fl2k 2 33k 2 
q3 = 2h '  q4 = 8h 2 , q5 -  8h 4 , 
k 
p-----~, p~ =2p+ 1, p2=2p-  1, 
b a ~k 
P3 = 8h2, P4 = ~-~, P5 = 2h 3 , 
d22 = Yr+l -- Yr- l ,  
d23 = Yr+l - 211,, 
d24 = 2Yr - Yr-1, 
dl =qV~+j - ql V~ + q~- l ,  
d2 = g+l - V~-1, 
d3 = V~+l -- 2V~, 
d4 =2g-  V~-1, 
(4.11) 
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d5 = Vr+l - 2Vr + Vr-I, d25 = Yr< - 2Y, + Y~-I, 
d6 ----- Vr+l - -  Vr, d26 ~-- Ur+l -- Ur, 
dT•  gr -  gr_l ,  d27=gr -  Ur--l, 
d8 = pRr+l - p2Rr + pRr- l ,  d28 = Ur+l - Ur-1, 
d9=Rr+l -Rr - l ,  d21 =Zr+l -Zr - I  (4.12) 
and the superscript n denotes the final number of iterations required to obtain an acceptable approx- 
imation to the values of U~,s and Or,, at the grid points on the line t = sk subject to 
max U ("+~)-U(") I<10-8,  l<r<N-1  (4.13) 
r ,  S r ,  S 
r 
and 
max 0 (n+l)  - 0 (n) < 10 -8, 1 <r<N -- 1. 
F,S r , s  g 
The local truncation error of  schemes (4.10) and (4.11) is O(h2+ k2). 
(4.14) 
5. Numer ica l  method 
Difference scheme (4.10) and (4.11) may be written in the form 
qUr+l - qlUr +qUr-1 =F ,  (5.1) 
pOr+l - plOr + pot -1  =G,  (5.2) 
r= l ,2 , . . . ,N - l ,  s=0,1 ,2  . . . .  , n=0,1 , . . . ,  
where 
F = -4Wr - d l -  [q2(g+ld3 + Vr_td4) + d5(qs(d2) 2 + 4q4Rr) q- dg(q3 -I- q4d2)] 
-[qz(Yr+ldz3 Jr- Yr-ld24) + d25(qs(d22)  + 4qaZr) + d21(q3 + q4d22)] 
-[q2(Y~+ld3 + Yr-ld4) -t- d25(qs(d2)  + 4q4Rr) + d21(q4d2)] 
-[q2(V~+ld23 + Vr-ld24) -4- ds(qs(d22)  + 4q4Zr) q- d9(q4d22)], (5.3) 
G = -d8  + p4d2 + p3(dz) 2 - p4d28 - p3(d28) 2 - ps[Rr+ld6 + R~_jd7 - Rrd2] 
-ps[Z,+ld26 -t- Zr-ld27 - Zrd28] - ps[Zr+ld6 -}- Zr_ld7 - Zd2] 
-ps[Rr+ld26 + R~-Idz7 - Rrdz8] (5.4) 
and q, ql,q2,q3,q4, qs, P, Pl, P2, P3, P4 and q5 are defined in (4.12).  For s = 0, we  have 
qUr+l , l  - ql Ur, l + qU,--l,l = -- 4Ur, o - (qUr+l , - I  - -  ql Ur , - I  q- qU~- l - l )  
- q2[(Ur+,,, + Ur+l,_x)(Ur+l,1 - -  2U~,1 + Ur+x,-1 - 2Ur_t) 
~-(Ur - l , l  + U~-l,-1)(2Ur,1 - Ur 1,1 + 2Ur_l - Ur-I,-l)] 
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- [Ur+l.1 - 2U~,1 + Ur_ l , l  -~- Ur+l , _  1 - 2U~_l  + U~-l - l ) ]  
x [qs((Ur+l,l - Ur - - l , l )  2 At- (Ur+l , - I  - -  f r - l , - l )  2)  
+4qa(Or, I + lOr,-l)] - -  [(~)r+l,l - -  Or- - l , l  -~- ~)r+l , - - I  - -  Or - - l , - - l ]  
X [q3 %" q4(gr+l ,1  - Ur - l , l  + Ur+l , - - I  - -  Ur - l , - I ) ] ,  (5 .5 )  
pOr+l , l  -- p1Or, l + pOr-l,1 = - -pOr+l , - I  -l- P2Or , - I  -- pOr - l , - I  
-- p4(Ur+l,1 - Ur- I , l  -- f r+ l , - I  + Ur - l , - l )  
- p3[(Ur+l , t  - Ur - l , l )  2 - (Ur+l, -1 - Ur-- l , - - l )  2] 
-Ps [ (O~+l , l  + Or+l , - l ) (U~+l , l  + Ur+z,-I - Ur, 1 - Ur , - I  ) 
-{ - (~)r - - l , l  + Or - I , -1 ) (gr ,  l -t- g r , _ l  - g r_ l ,  I - g r_ l  _ l )  
- (~) . , . ,1  + ~)r , - l ) (g r4 -1 ,1  -I-- g r+ l , _ l  - g r_ l , l  - g r_ l , _  I )].  (5 .6 )  
From initial condition (2.3), 
[~r,s+l - -  ~r,s- - I  
Ot ]r,, = 2k ' 
then 
Ot l r ,  O -  Or ' l  - -  ~) r , - I  =0 ,  
2k 
Hence, 
gt[r, s = g?,s+l - gr, s_ 1 
2k 
Utlr, 0 - -  Ur, 1 - er , _  1 
2k - 0. 
Ur, l ~- Ur -- l ,  Or, 1 = Or , - - l .  
Therefore, Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) assume the form 
qU,,-+l - ql Ur + qU~_l =F1,  (5.7) 
pOr+l -- 2pOt + pOr-I = G1, (5.8) 
r= 1 ,2 , . . . ,N - I ,  n=0,1 , . . . ,  
where 
F1  = - 2Vr - 2q2(Yr+ld23 + Yr - ld24)  - 2d25(qs(d~2 + 4q4Zr) - d21(q3 + 2q4d22), (5 .9)  
G1 = -2p5(Zr+ld26 + Zr - ld27  -- Zrd28). (5 .10)  
Schemes (5.1), (5.2) and (5.7), (5.8) form two tridiagonal linear systems of equations that are 
used, together with conditions (2.4) and (2.5), to find the values of Ur.~ and O .... r=0,  1,2 . . . . .  N 
and s= 1,2 . . . . .  The numerical method for solving schemes (5.1), (5.2) and (5.7), (5.8) subject o 
the given initial and boundary conditions is as follows: 
(I) For the first time level 
1. put 
g--- U~,o, 
er--Or, O, 
for  al l  r .  
U(n) 
Sr ~ Rr  ' Zr  ~ ~(n)  
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2. Calculate Ur(_ = (n+~) Ur, ~ ) from scheme (5.7) by the backward sweep method using the given 
boundary conditions and the initial conditions. 
3. Calculate the values of Or( = O(r, "+~)) from (5.8) by backward sweep method using the calculated 
values of Ur (calculated from (2)), the boundary conditions and the initial conditions. 
O (n+~)) to calculate improved values of 4. Use the calculated values of Ur (set Yr ~ U~ +l), Zr ~ r, 1 
U~(~ +1) from scheme (5.7). 
5. From scheme (5.8), calculate improved values of Or using the improved values of Ur calculated 
in the previous tep. 
6. Repeat iterative procedure (4) and (5) till conditions (4.13) and (4.14). 
(II) Repeat the same at further times, where the values obtained for U~, ( r= 1 ,2 , . . . ,N - I )  and 
Or ( r=0,  1 .... ,N) from step (I) and initial condition (2.3) are the initial conditions for scheme 
(5.1), (5.2), while their boundary conditions are given by (2.4). 
In order to solve (5.7), (5.8) we use Thomas' algorithm [15] to avoid round-off error growth in 
machine computation, as follows: 
1. to solve (5.7), take the solution of (5.7) in the form 
fr~-ArUr+l +Br, r=N-1 ,N-2 , . . . ,1 .  (5,11) 
Substitute the values of U,-_I from (5.11 ) into (5.7) and compare the coefficients of the resulting 
equations with (5.11). This gives the relations: 
Er : ql - qAr-i ,  
q 
Mr ~ F 
Er' 
qBr-1 -- FI  
Br-- , r=1,2 , . . . ,N -1 .  
Er 
Taking r=0 in (5.11) and using the boundary condition 
(5.12) 
U=Uo(1 -cost ) ,  
we get 
u0(1 - cost) =AoUi + B0, 
then 
B0 =u0(1 - cost), A0 =0, (5.13) 
where u0 is given. The scalars Ar and Br are  computed from (5.12) in a forward sweep-manner 
subject o the initial values given by (5.13) and initial condition (2.3). Using the stored values 
of Ar and Br, the solution U~ is obtained by a backward sweep subject o the known boundary 
condition UN. System (5.1) can be solved in a similar manner. 
2. To solve (5.8), take the solution in the form 
Or=CrOr+l +Dr, r=N-1 ,N-2 , . . . ,1 ,  (5.14) 
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then substitute the values of Or from (5.14) into (5.8) and compare the coefficients of the 
resulting equations with (5.14). This gives the relations: 
K~=2-  C~_j, 
1 
pD, - i -G1  
DF-- 
pI, L 
, r=  1,2, . . . ,N-1.  
In this case, we use the boundary condition 
(1 -~ux)O~=HO. 
One has 
Ur+l -- Ur Or+l -- ~r- - I  
U~- , Ox-  , 
h 2h 
hence 
Uj - Uo Ol - O_l 
Ux[r=O - -  h ' Oxlr=o -- 2h 
Therefore, 
so we may write O_j in the form 
-2h2H 
O l=h+~U l _0eU000+Ol .  
Eq. (5.8) at r = 0 is 
p01 -2pOo + pO-i =Gllr=0. 
Substitute the value of 0_~ from (5.16) into (5.17) to get 
( h2H ) Gl'r=° 
O, -Oo l+h+- -~ l - _~Uo-~-p ,  
which can be written in the form 
(h + otU~ - ~xUo)O, (G1 [r=0)(h --[- ~UI - ~V0) 
O0 ~ h + ~Ut - ~Uo + h2H 2p(h + otUt - ~Uo + h2H)" 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
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It 
Taking r=0 in (5.14) and comparing with (5.19), we get 
h + ~Ul - ~Uo + h2H 
KK= 
h + ~U~ - ~Uo ' 
1 
Co = KK' (5.20) 
Gllr=0 
Do-- 
2pKK' 
where U~ is obtained from (1), Gl[r=0 can be determined from (5.18) knowing the initial 
condition. Similarly as in (1), Cr and Dr are computed from (5.15) in a forward sweep manner 
(r = 1,... ,N - l )  subject o the initial values given by (5.20). Using the stored values of Cr and 
Dr, the solution Or is obtained by a backward sweep subject o the known boundary condition 
ON = 0. System (5.2) can be solved in a similar manner. 
may be noted that this is a three-level iterative scheme. 
6. Stability 
Write system (2.1), (2.2) in the linear form 
u, - KI Uxx = BOx, 
o, - K20~ =K3, 
where K1,/£2,/£3 and B are bounded functions defined as 
K1 = 1 + 2~u~ + 36u 2 + f120, 
B = fl~ + fl2u~, 
K2= l + ~ux, 
1 2 
K3 : (aux + ~bux),. 
The corresponding difference quations are 
I rkK1 2 ( I  rkK1 62 ~ rhkB H 0 
- - -~rx /  u,,.~+l = 2U, - \ - ~f -  x j  u,,,~_l + - - - f -  ~ .... 
( I -  rKzf2x)Or, s+, =( I  + rK262)0 ... .  ,+  2kK3, 
where 
62xur, s = Ur+I,s -- 2Ur,~ + U,--1,s, 
Hxur ,  s ~ Ur+l, s - -  Ur_ l ,s~ 
k 
] , '~- -  
h 2 '  
I is the identity matrix. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
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Set 
rkK162 ,
• =i  T -x  
~P =I  - r/£26~, 
el = I + rK2a 2, 
(6.5) 
F - rhk-BH 
2 x, 
then Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) assume the form 
Ur, s+ 1 = 2¢I)--lUr, s -- U ..... 1 + ~- l  FO ..... (6.6) 
0r ,  s+!  : ~l- lAOr,  s-I  + 2~- IkK3 .  (6.7) 
To investigate the stability of schemes (6.1) and (6.2), we apply the matrix stability method [18]. 
For this, set 
to get 
Ur, s+l : 2qb- - lUr ,  s - -  Xr, s Jr ~--I  FOr, s, 
Or, s+ 1 = ~-IAQr, .  ~ + 2~-1kK3,  
Xr,  s+ 1 = Ur, s~ 
(6.8) 
Qr, s+l = Or, s~ 
which can be written in matrix form as 
[o 
Q 
r, s+ I 
-24-1 
1 
0 
0 
- I  Gb-IF 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 ~- IA  
0 I 0 
or in vector form 
O r,s 
o ] 
0 
+ 2qJ-lkK + 3 
0 
(6.9) 
(2r.,+1 =ALL.., + B, 
where 
O= 
[o] A=[2 O l  o o 0 
' 0 0 0 ~U-lA 
O 0 0 1 0 
B= o 1 0 2~U-lkK + 3 
0 
Stability of the finite difference approximation is ensured if the eigenvalues of the amplification 
matrix A are, in absolute values, less than or equal to 1. 
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To determine the eigenvalues for the matrix A, we find the eigenvalues for matrices 
A,---[2q~-'i O1] ' A2= [~ 7Jo'A 1 
The eigenvalues are obtained from the equations 
IA1- 211 =0, IA2- vii =0. 
We consider these two equations eparately. 
(a) Eioenvalues of  A,: From the definition of A I, the characteristic equation may be written as 
[2~- ' -2 I  -1 ] 
det I -2 I  = 0 
or  
or  
Set 
then 
det(-22~ -l + 221 +I )=0 
det( ~-l 22+11) =0' ¢ 0 2 2  
22+1 
22 
det(~ -l - ~I) = 0, 
showing that ~ are the eigenvalues of @-~. Therefore, the eigenvalues of q~ are 
1 
#=~-  
But the eigenvalues of • are 
I~ = (1 + rkKl ) + rkK1 cos - -  
= 1 + 2rkK~ cos 2 srt 
2(n + 1)" 
Thus, 
22+1 1 
22 1 + 2rkKl cos2sTt/2(n + 1)' 
i.e., 
S~ 
s= 1,2,...,n 
n+l '  
2 
2 2 - -  1)2 + 1 =0 
1 + 2rkK1 cos 2 sn/2(n + 
(6.10) 
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from which one gets 
1 ± iv/2rkKl cosZ[srt/2(n + 1 )] (2 + 2rkKi cos2sn/2(n + 1 )) 
2= 
1 + 2rkK~ cosesrc/2(n + 1 ) 
It may be easily verified that 
141 = 1. 
(b) Eigenvalues of A2: The characteristic roots of A2, as in (a), are determined from 
det(vel - ~g-lA) = 0 
or  
det(A - v 2 ~u) = 0. 
From the definition of A and ~, we get 
ve(1 + 2rKe)= (1 - 2rK2) + 2(rK2 + v2rK2)cos - -  
which can be written in the form 
( v 2 l+4rKesin e2(n+l~ = 1 -4rKes in  2 -  
Therefore, the eigenvalues of A2 are 
I 1  - 4rK2 sine[src/2(n + 1)] 
v=q-  
1 + 4rK2 sin2[s~/2(n + 1)] 
s~ 
s= 1,2,. . . ,n, 
n+l '  
2(n + 1) " 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
Clearly, 
Iv] < 1. (6.14) 
From (6.12) and (6.14) the sufficient condition for stability (the eigenvalues are less than or equal 
to one in modulus) is satisfied for all n. Hence, the difference schemes (6.6), (6.7) are unconditionally 
stable. 
7. Numerical results and discussion 
We have carried out some numerical calculations for the mechanical displacement and for the 
temperature distributions in the medium, in order to put in evidence the effects of nonlinearity and 
of the different material constants involved in the equations. 
As the nonlinear contributions are small, we expect hem to be detectable only for large time values 
and at those points of the half-space where the shock wave is expected to form (x ,-~ t ~ 10 3, taking 
into account that the dimensionless breaking distance, i.e. the distance after which the continuous 
solution to the problem stops being valid, is LB ~ 10 3 as shown in [1]). 
Figs. 1-4 show in perspective the distributions of the mechanical displacement and of the tem- 
perature as functions of the distance, for the different large time values. It is clearly noted that the 
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8.00E.03 
6.00E-03 
4.00E.03 
2.00 E-03 
O.OOE 4,00 o D~ 
Fig. 1. /~1 =/~e=O.05, ~=1,  7=1, 6=0.8, X ~< 300, t ~<250, dx=2,  d t= l ,  n=301, n f=500.  
2,00E,04 
1.50E-04 
1,00E.04 
5,00E,05 
0.00 E -zOO 
-5.00E-05 
-1.00E-04 
.1.50E.04 o 
¢~ (,J , 
Fig. 2. ]~1=~2=0.05, ~=1,  7=1, 6=0.8, X ~<300, t ~<250, dx=2,  d t= l ,  n=301, n f=500.  
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1.50 ~02 
1.00E.. 02 
6.00E03 
v- 
Fig. 3. ~1=fl2=0.05, ~=l ,  7=1, 6=0.8, X ~ 1000, t~ 1000, dx--lO, dt=5, n=101, nf=200. 
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O.OOE +00 
-1.00E-05 
-2.00E-05 
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-4.00E-05 
.-5.00E-05 
Fig. 4. fll =fl2=0.05, ~=1, 7=1, 6----0.8, X~< lO00, t~< lO00, dx=lO, dt=5, n=lOl, nf--200. 
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Fig. 5. ]~1 =f l2=0.05,  ~=1,  7=1,  6=0.8 ,  X~< 1.0, t ~<0.5, dx=O.1, dt=O.01, n=101,  n f= 100. 
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__  t--0,45 
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Fig. 6. /~1 =j62=0.05,  ~=1,  7=1,  6=0.8 ,  X~<5,  t ~<0.5, dx=0.1 ,  dt=0.01,  n=101,  n f=100.  
slope of the curves at the wave front becomes larger as time increases, thus putting in evidence the 
process of shock wave formation. 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the same as on the previous figures, but for small time values. 
Figs. 7 and 8 represent the effect of the linear thermoelastic oupling constant fll on the distribu- 
tions of U and 0 as functions of time at the point x = 100. We note that an increase in the value 
of fll is accompanied by a decrease of the vibrational amplitudes of both U and 0. 
On Figs. 9-12,  we have produced the relative variations in U and 0, denoted AU/U and A0/0 
respectively, as functions of time for x = 800, as one of the two nonlinear coupling constants r2 
and ~ is changed. This allows to see that the variations, although small, are more noticeable as the 
location of the shock wave is approached. 
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Fig. 7. The displacement as a function of time for two values of fll at x= 100, f12 =0.05, ~--  1, 7= 1, 6=0.8,  dx=2,  
dt = 1, n=301,  nf =500. 
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Fig. 8. The temperature as a function of time for two values of ]71 at x= 100, f12 =0.05, ~= 1, 7 = 1, 6--0.8, dx=2,  
dt = 1, n=301,  nf=500. 
8. Special case 
In this section, we solve our system of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) in a special case under the same 
initial and boundary conditions, except for boundary condition (2.4) which is now replaced by 
f u0(1-cost )  for 0<t  ~< 2re, 
u(O,t)= (8.1) 
o for t >2rt, 
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Fig. 9. The relative variation of the displacement for two values c¢ = 1, 10 as a function of time at x = 800, fl~ = 0.05, 
f12 =0.005, ?= 1, 6=0.8 ,  dx= 10, d t=5,  n= 101, n f  =200.  
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Fig. 10. The relative variation of the temperaan'e for two values ct = 1, 10 as a function of time at x = 800, /~ = 0.05, 
~2 = 0.005, 7= 1, 6=0.8 ,  dx= 10, d t=5,  n= 101, n f  =200.  
corresponding to one period only of the driving boundary condition. Our results for this case 
are shown on Figs. 13-20. Here again, the process of shock formation is put in evidence as 
the dimensionless time becomes of the same order of magnitude as the dimensionless breaking 
distance. 
Finally, we briefly comment on the uncoupled numerical scheme used by Jiang [12] and compare 
it with the present one. It is worth noting, in this respect, that the problem presented in [12] is 
slightly different from ours, the main difference being that our formulation considers the dependence 
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Fig. 11. The relative variation of the displacement for two values /? = 0.005,O.S as a fimction of time at x = 800, CL = 1, 
b1 =0.05, y= 1, 6=0.8, dx= 10, dt=5, n= 101, nf =200. 
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Fig. 12. The relative variation of the temperature for two values /?z = 0.005,0.5 as a function of time at x = 800, c( = 1, 
PI =0.05, y= 1, 6=0X, dx= 10, dt=5, n= 101, nf =200. 
of the heat flow vector on strain. Moreover, the motion is driven by a mechanical boundary regime 
with zero initial conditions, while the motion in [12] is driven by initial conditions only. This has 
resulted in certain differences in the computational schemes. More precisely, at any one time level, 
we first calculate the mechanical displacement, then the temperature is obtained from it. A different 
procedure is followed in [ 121. An iterative process then allows us, at each time level, to reach a 
good accuracy. Use of Thomas algorithm avoids the round-off error growth and minimizes the storage 
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Fig. 13. /31 =fl2=0.05, ~=1,7=1,6=0.8 ,  X~< 1000, t~< 1000, dx=10, dt=5, n=lO1, n f=200.  
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Fig. 14. fll =fl2=0.05, ~=l ,y= 1,~=0.8, X ~< 1000, t ~< 1000, dx= 10, dt=5, n= 101, n f=200.  
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Fig. 15. The displacement as a function of time at x=6,  fl~ =fl2=0.005, c~=l, 7=i ,  6=0.8,  dx=0.2,  dt=0.1,  
n =201, n f  = 200. 
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Fig. 16. The temperature as a function of time at x=6,  fl1=•2=0.005, c~=l, 7=1,  6=0.8,  dx=0.2,  dt=0.1,  
n =201, n f  = 200. 
machine computation. The numerical results show good stability up to sufficiently large values of 
time. The local tnmcation error is of the second degree in the grid step length. The approach in 
[12] relies on a finite element technique for the spatial variable, in combination with an uncoupled 
difference scheme for the time variable, the tnmcation error being also of the second degree in the 
step length. No numerical results were produced there. 
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Fig. 17. The relative variation of the displacement for two values ~ = 1, 10 as a function of time at x = 800, fll = 0.05, 
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Fig. 18. The relative variation of the temperature for two values c~= 1, 10 as a function of time at x=800,  flj =0.05, 
fl2=0.005, 7=1,  6=0.8,  dx=10,  d t=5,  n=101,  n f=200.  
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